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Abstract
Distributed power locomotives have facilitated longer heavy-haul freight trains that improve the efficiency of railway operations. In North America, where the majority of mainlines are single track, the potential operational and economic advantages of long trains are limited by the inadequate length of many existing passing sidings (passing loops). To alleviate the challenge of operating trains that exceed the length of passing sidings, railways preserve the mainline capacity by extending passing sidings. However, industry practitioners rarely optimize the extent of infrastructure investment for the volume of over-length train traffic on a particular route. This paper investigates how different combinations of normal and over-length trains, and their relative lengths, relate to the number of siding extensions necessary to mitigate the delay performance of over-length train operation on a single-track rail corridor. The experiments used Rail Traffic Controller simulation software to determine train delay for various combinations of short and long train lengths under different directional distributions of a given daily railcar throughput volume. Simulation results suggest a relationship between the ratio of train lengths and the infrastructure expansion required to eliminate the delay introduced by operating over-length trains on the initial route. Over-length trains exhibit delay benefits from siding extensions while short trains are relatively insensitive to the expanded infrastructure. Assigning directional preference to over-length trains improves the overall average long-train delay at the expense of delay to short trains. These results will allow railway practitioners to make more informed decisions on the optimal incremental capital expansion strategy for the operation of over-length trains.
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Introduction
Longer freight trains achieve economies of scale that improve fuel consumption, reduce operating crew costs, and increase mainline capacity by using fewer trains to move the same volume of freight.1–3 Outside of closed-loop mine-to-port operations, specialized shipments of single commodities in bulk “unit trains” of approximately 100 railcars began to evolve in the United States during the 1960s.4 Various regulations on crew sizes and rates for multiple-car shipments limited many economic benefits of longer trains prior to deregulation of U.S. railroads in 1980. Practical train lengths were also limited by the mechanical strength of couplers and locomotive adhesion. The advent of distributed power in the 1980s and alternating current traction locomotives in the 1990s allowed bulk unit train lengths beyond 120 railcars.5

Thus, longer freight trains of over 100 railcars are a relatively new phenomenon on many parts of the
North American rail network. In 1980, the average length of freight trains in the western United States was 68.9 railcars. Twenty years later in 2000, this had only increased to 72.5 railcars. In 2010, the average train length grew to 81.5 railcars as railways began to operate trains of 150 railcars on certain corridors. Longer trains are not limited to bulk commodities as railroads have implemented 14,000 ft (4300 m) intermodal trains on transcontinental corridors.

Widespread implementation of longer trains in North America is limited by existing track infrastructure layouts. Approximately 70% of principal North American mainlines are single track with passing sidings (also known as loops or passing loops) where two tracks exist for only a short distance. Unlike double track, in order for two trains traveling in opposite directions to meet and pass each other in an efficient manner at a passing siding on single track, at least one of the trains must be shorter than the length of the passing siding. The length of typical existing passing sidings on single track in North America ranges from 6000 to 7500 ft (1830 to 2285 m) to accommodate trains of 100–120 railcars. Most newly constructed passing siding projects are in the range of 9000–10,000 ft (2745–3050 m) to support the operation of trains with 150 railcars and seven distributed power locomotives.

Trains that exceed the length of passing sidings are referred to as “over-length trains” and their operations are restricted to avoid a meet between two over-length trains at a siding sized for shorter trains. To accommodate meets between over-length trains, railways invest capital to extend the length of passing sidings. However, industry practitioners rarely optimize the number of siding extensions for the number of over-length trains on a particular route as they are reluctant to operate multiple over-length trains until nearly all passing sidings are extended. Thus, the 100-car length of many existing passing sidings effectively sets an upper bound for train lengths on the general North American railway network.

Contemporary utilization of 150-car unit trains and its relationship to the length of passing sidings has been addressed by both academia and industry. Grimes advised that long haul grain and coal movements should utilize maximum train sizes to minimize operating costs but that siding length and railroad policy can limit train size or the particular routes used by longer trains. The operational and economic benefits of longer unit trains on one Class I railway were documented by Newman et al. Barton and McWha discussed the operational gains of longer freight trains and described the need for extended passing sidings to support utilization of longer 12,000 ft freight trains by several North American Class I railroads. Martland noted the inability of existing passing sidings to support the operation of long trains and estimated that two-thirds of unit trains in operation are “length-limited” by passing sidings. The relationship between siding length and the maximum practical train length on a mainline segment is demonstrated by Dick and Clayton; at the time of writing, the typical passing siding in Western Canada on Canadian Pacific Railway (CP) was several thousand feet longer than those on competitor Canadian National Railway (CN) and trains on CP were correspondingly longer than those on CN. To counter its siding-length disadvantage while avoiding the operational challenge of meets between over-length trains, CP began to run trains of 150 railcars (9000 ft or 2745 m, in length) in a single direction.

Previous work conducted by the authors concluded that the introduction of over-length trains on a route without any extended passing sidings greatly increased average train delay. For the combination of “short” 100-car trains and “long” 150-car trains, only one half of the passing sidings on a representative mainline need to be lengthened to mitigate the delay increase from the over-length trains.

The research presented in this paper aims to further advance the understanding of over-length train operation by generalizing the previous work over a more comprehensive set of short and long train lengths. Specifically, this paper investigates how the relative lengths of short and long trains, as quantified by the “train length ratio,” relates to the number of siding extensions required to mitigate the delay from over-length trains on a single-track rail corridor. In addition, this research seeks to understand how the delay performance of long and short trains differs and changes as infrastructure is expanded and passing sidings are extended on a single-track rail corridor.

To meet these objectives, the research team conducted simulation software experiments and analyzed resulting train delays for various combinations of short and long train lengths under different directional distributions of a given daily railcar throughput volume. The results of the experiments increase knowledge of the fundamental relationships between the relative lengths of long and short trains, passing siding length, and train delay. Improved understanding of this relationship can lead to more informed decisions regarding efforts to extend existing passing sidings (or construct additional longer sidings) required to implement over-length train operations. Railway practitioners can make more efficient use of limited capital resources by better matching the number of long sidings to the relative size and quantity of over-length trains on a particular route.

Methodology

The technical approach of this study extends the examination of over-length trains previously conducted by the authors. While the underlying simulation framework parallels the previous work, methodological advances are made by consideration
of multiple combinations of train lengths to vary the “train length ratio,” and through consideration of train-type delays in addition to average train delay.

**Train length and replacement ratio**

This paper frequently refers to the concept of a “train length ratio” and “train replacement ratio.” This research defines the train length ratio as the ratio between the length of “long” over-length trains on a mainline and the length of normal “short” trains on the same route (equation (1))

$$\text{Train Length Ratio} = \frac{\text{Long Train Length}}{\text{Short Train Length}}$$

If a mainline normally operates short trains of 100 railcars but is transitioning to long trains of 150 railcars, two long trains can move an amount of freight (railcars) equal to three short trains, yielding a 3:2 train replacement ratio. The interpretation of the train replacement ratio is that, for a fixed traffic volume, three short trains can be replaced by two long trains to reduce the total train count. A larger disparity between long and short train sizes results in a larger train length ratio and train replacement ratio. Train length ratios closer to 1 correspond to small increases in train length over normal operations.

**Train delay**

North American railroads monitor the performance and capacity of mainlines through various metrics, with train delay being the most common. Consistent with this industry practice, this paper uses average train delay to evaluate and compare the relative performance of different combinations of short and long trains on a representative single-track railway corridor.

Calculation of train delay for North American freight operations is complicated by the use of improvised operations where trains do not have a detailed preplanned timetable of intermediate stops. Without a detailed timetable, train conflicts must be resolved by train dispatchers in real time, creating schedule flexibility and additional dwell time on the route. Under flexible freight operations, train delay is defined as the difference between a particular train’s minimum running time and its actual running time (equation (2))

$$\text{Train Delay} = \frac{\text{Actual Running Time}}{\text{Minimum Running Time}}$$

The minimum running time is the time required for a train to traverse a mainline segment with no stops due to meets with conflicting trains, while obeying all maximum authorized speeds and allowing for train acceleration and braking performance. The actual running time is the actual time elapsed while a train traverses the same mainline segment in the presence of train traffic, including the time the train is in motion and the time the train is stopped waiting for other trains or unexpected sources of delay. By this definition, train delay includes the time a train is stopped waiting for other trains. This definition is different from other international definitions of train delay where scheduled time spent dwelling in stations for planned trains meets is not considered as delay. Under international definitions of train performance for scheduled timetable operations, train delay is analogous to “train excess time.”

**Rail Traffic Controller (RTC)**

The train delay response for each experiment scenario described in subsequent sections is determined via RTC software. RTC is widely used by the North American rail industry, including, but not limited to, Amtrak, Class I railroads, and consultants. RTC simulates dispatcher decisions in guiding trains along the specific routes to resolve meet and pass conflicts. General RTC model inputs include details of the track layout, curvature, grades, train characteristics, and signal control system.

To determine the corresponding train delay response, five days of train operations are simulated in RTC for each unique combination of number of siding extensions, train length ratio, and percentage of over-length trains in the experiment design. To consider variability in train departure times according to flexible North American operations, 25 days of train delay data are generated by replicating each five-day simulation five times. Each replicate represents a distinct freight train operating pattern where each train departs its respective terminal randomly within a 24 h time period. Long trains and short trains are distributed randomly within this pattern according to a uniform probability distribution; no efforts are made to fleet the trains by length. The randomized train departures allow the simulations to capture different patterns and sequences of train lengths and their associated “knock-on” or cascading train delay impacts.

The delay accumulated by individual trains over the 25 days of data is normalized by the number of accumulated train-miles (train-kilometers) to develop a train delay response for that scenario within the experiment design. The average train delay for all trains in a scenario, or long and short trains totaled separately, is plotted as a single data point in the results. Although commonly used in North America, a shortcoming of using average train delay as the key performance metric is that it does not describe the overall distribution of train delay or the delay experienced by the worst-performing trains that may drive railroad business decisions. Related research conducted by the coauthors and colleagues have examined the overall distribution of train delay under...
various North American single-track operating conditions. Differences in average train delay by train type will be considered in “Relative delay to short and long trains” section.

**Route and train characteristics**

The same baseline route infrastructure was used for all scenarios with route parameters selected to be representative of North American freight infrastructure and operating conditions. The route consists of 240 mile (386 km) of single-track mainline with terminals at each end. To eliminate irregular spacing of passing sidings as a source of variation, passing sidings are located at a regular center-to-center spacing of 10 mile (16 km) (Table 1). Two types of sidings are included: shorter-length passing sidings to represent current conditions and a second longer-length passing siding to represent a siding that has been extended through capital investment. In a given scenario, the baseline route infrastructure is altered by extending a certain number (or percent) of short passing sidings to the longer length according to the experiment design.

Traffic volume is fixed at 2400 railcars per day with 50% of the railcars moving in each direction. All trains on the route are freight trains with equal priority and maximum authorized speed. Trains are either “short” or “long” relative to the initial passing siding length of 1.25 mile (2.01 km). Different short and long train lengths are used in combination to achieve the train length ratios specified in the experiment design. The number of 4300 hp (3207 kW) diesel-electric locomotives assigned to a particular train is proportional to its length, with two locomotives on short trains and three on long trains. Adding power to the longer trains helps provide consistent acceleration performance between train sizes. Inconsistent train performance may have resulted in additional congestion and delay due to slow acceleration of longer trains, potentially confounding the simulation results.

The ability of heavy-haul unit train inspection facilities, intermediate staging yards, and loading and unloading terminals to support the operation of longer trains is not considered in this paper. Although this paper focuses on mainline operations of overlength trains on single track, additional yard and terminal investments may be required to extend the length of turning loops and yard tracks to support longer trains.

**Experiment design**

Three variable factors are included in the RTC simulation experiment design: percent long sidings, percent long trains, and train length ratio (Table 2).

“Percent long sidings” is the percent of the mainline passing sidings that are extended from the base length of 1.25 mile (2.01 km), designed for a maximum of 100 railcars, to a length of 2.00 mile (3.2 km) to exceed the 120- or 150-car length of the long trains. The experiment design includes various levels of incremental expansion from the base case with no long sidings to the case where all sidings are extended to the longer length. An idealized strategy was adopted when selecting which sidings along the route to extend. Passing siding extensions were always distributed evenly along the length of the route so that the route remained balanced from the perspective of passing siding length.

“Percent long trains” is the percent of the daily railcar volume on the mainline transported in long trains. It is also the percent of short trains that have been replaced by long trains to move the same number of railcars (volume of freight). For example, consider the combination of 150-car long trains and 100-car
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short trains. The traffic level of 2400 railcars per day requires 24 short trains per day to move the given freight volume. For 50% long trains, 1200 railcars move in long trains and 1200 railcars move in short trains. This is equivalent to eight long 150-car trains and 12 short 100-car trains. The percent long trains factor is the number of railcars being moved in long trains divided by the total railcar throughput, rather than just the ratio of long trains to total number of trains. The experiment design includes four levels of percent long trains: 0 (all short trains), 25, 50, and 75% long trains. Where long trains are present in the main experiment design, the long trains operate bidirectionally, with half of the long trains operating in each direction to maintain directional balance. For example, in the scenario described above with a total of eight long trains and 12 short trains, four long trains and six short trains operate in each direction. An even directional distribution is consistent with heavy-haul unit train operations where complete load–empty cycles are made with a fixed train consist, limiting the ability of a railway to only operate long trains in a single direction.

To consider different train length ratios, the experiment design uses various combinations of trains with 50, 75, 100, 120, and 150 railcars. The cases of 6:5 (100-car short and 120-car long trains) and 3:2 (100-car short and 150-car long trains) length ratios are representative of typical North American conditions as heavy-haul operators increase the length of unit trains. To examine a greater range of train length ratios without simulating extremely long trains of 300 railcars, the cases with 2:1 and 3:1 length ratios consider short train lengths with fewer railcars than typically operated under current conditions.

To provide data for analysis, RTC simulations were completed for all 224 factorial combinations of the three variables at their various factor levels and a traffic volume of 2400 railcars per day.

To investigate the differences in train delay between short and long trains as increasing numbers of sidings are extended along the route, an additional set of simulations were conducted at a traffic volume of 3600 railcars per day, 50% long trains, and 3:2 length ratio (150-car long trains and 100-car short trains). To contrast against the bidirectional scenarios where the same number of long trains operates in each direction, an additional set of “unidirectional” simulations were conducted with all long trains operating in the same direction. The goal of these additional simulations was to investigate if the particular efficiencies afforded by directional operation of over-length trains identified by the author’s earlier work18,19 (namely elimination of meets between two long trains) alter the distribution of train delay between short and long trains.

**Results**

**Train length ratio and required number of long sidings**

The RTC simulation results were analyzed to calculate the average train delay for each experiment scenario. Average train delay was examined for different combinations of infrastructure investment (percent long sidings) and degree of long train operations (percent long trains) at each train length ratio (Figures 1 to 4). The condition with zero percent long trains (i.e. all traffic moving in short trains) is largely insensitive to the number of extended passing sidings along the route. This is expected as short train meets can take place in any passing sidings and there is no benefit from extended passing sidings other than slightly decreasing the distance between sidings. Thus, the zero percent long trains’ trend line serves as a baseline average train delay for each train length ratio. The relative train delay performance of operations with different percent long trains at a given percent long sidings can be evaluated relative to this baseline. The delay-infrastructure curves for the largest train length ratio (Figure 3) exhibit greater fluctuations and

![Figure 1](image-url). Average train delay for combinations of percent long trains and percent long sidings with 3:2 length ratio.
a nonlinear baseline because there are a greater number of trains on the route and certain random sequences of train departures can produce large cascading “knock-on” train delays.

Given the position of the baseline delay for zero percent long trains, train delay for a 3:2 length ratio (150-car long trains and 100-car short trains) fall into three natural “zones”: from 0 to 30% long sidings, around 50% long sidings, and above 70% long sidings (Figure 1).

When there are no long passing sidings on the mainline, increasing the percent of long trains increases the average train delay substantially, from 20 min per 100 train-miles (160 train-kilometers) to...
over 90 min per 100 train-miles for 75% long trains. As short sidings are extended and the percent long sidings increase, average train delay decreases exponentially through the remainder of the first zone until 50% of the sidings are lengthened. Throughout this zone, scenarios with the highest percent long trains have the largest average train delay but also exhibit the largest decrease in train delay when passing sidings are extended. The delay-based return on investment in extended passing sidings is highest when a greater number of long trains are operated.

In the third zone, where more than 50% of mainline sidings have been lengthened, as the percent long trains increases, overall train delay decreases and a greater reduction in average train delay below the baseline is observed. The results also indicate a smaller relative benefit for additional passing siding extensions.

The trends for all percent long trains in Figure 1 converge to the baseline train delay when 50% of sidings are lengthened. This “transition point” suggests that, for this combination of traffic volume and train lengths, to operate over-length trains at the baseline train delay, only 50% of the mainline sidings need to be extended. Beyond this transition point, long-train operations provide economies of scale and a lower overall train count that reduces delay.

Similar trends are observed for the 2:1, 3:1, and 6:5 length ratios (Figures 2 to 4). Based on these results, when over-length trains are operated on single-track mainlines with short sidings, the train delay response indicates there are two general types of operating behavior separated by a transition point (Figure 5).

Under Type I behavior, the additional delay created by the inflexibility of over-length train meets on mainlines with few long sidings outweighs any delay benefits from reducing the overall train count with longer trains. The outcome is higher average train delay compared to the baseline with all short trains despite the baseline having a higher total train count.

Under Type II behavior, the number of long sidings provides sufficient flexibility in over-length train meets to realize benefits from reduced train count. The mainline operates with less average train delay compared to the baseline condition even though there are still some limitations on where meets between two long trains can be arranged. Though some over-length trains may still be delayed for meets at extended passing sidings, the majority of trains see positive delay benefits arising from the reduced total train count.

The “transition point” between Type I and II behavior is the number of passing siding extensions required to restore the baseline level of service (as measured by average train delay) and mitigate the negative delay effects of over-length train operations. The range of train length ratios in the experiment design was selected to investigate the influence of short and long train lengths on this transition point. Examining changes in the location of the transition point reveals a relationship between the ratio of train lengths and the amount of additional infrastructure required to maintain the initial train delay level of service under long train operations.

When comparing the 3:2 length ratio (Figure 1) to the 2:1 length ratio (Figure 2), the transition point, originally near 50% long sidings for the 3:2 ratio is shifted to the left near 30% long sidings for the 2:1 ratio. The transition point is not constant but changes with train length ratio. As the train length ratio increases, the leftward shift of the transition point suggests that a greater disparity in long and short train lengths requires fewer siding extensions to transition from Type I to Type II behavior. When implementing longer trains at a 2:1 length ratio, only 30% of the mainline passing sidings must be extended to accommodate the longer trains.

In addition to the shift in the transition point location, to the right of the transition point, the lines exhibiting Type II behavior for the 2:1 ratio (Figure 1) are spaced farther apart than those for

![Figure 5. Average train delay behavior of over-length train operations under increasing number of passing siding extensions.](image-url)
the 3:2 ratio (Figure 2). Where long sidings are more frequent, the reduction in delay obtained from operating long freight trains increases with the train length ratio. Higher train length ratios result in lower overall train counts, fewer train meets, and less delay.

The other two train length ratios (Figures 3 and 4) support the relationship between the transition point and train length ratio. For the highest length ratio (3:1), the transition point moves to its lowest value of extended passing sidings. For the lowest length ratio (6:5), the transition point moves to its highest value of extended passing sidings. There appears to be a linear relationship between required infrastructure investment at the transition point (measured in percent long sidings) and train length ratio, with the transition point decreasing as length ratio increases (Figure 6).

Although inferring a linear relationship from only four data points must be undertaken with care (see below for further comments), the form of the relationship between the transition point and train length ratio has potential applications as railway industry practitioners consider siding extension programs and optimizing train length. A railway infrastructure owner that desires long train operations may only have sufficient budget to lengthen a certain percent of their passing sidings. Assuming similar route and traffic characteristics, this owner can use the derived relationship to estimate what train length is required to maintain their current level of service. As the length ratio approaches unity, the transition point could be expected to approach 100% long sidings. A hypothetical length ratio of 12 (1200-car long trains, 100-car short trains) may not require any passing sidings to be extended since operating two 1200-car trains (one in each direction) can achieve a 2400-car throughput. The transition point may asymptote to zero as the train length ratio takes on large values. These conceptual points would not fall on the linear relationship presented in Figure 6, suggesting it may only be linear over the range of values tested and then curving to asymptote the axes in the form of an inverse function. Simulation of additional scenarios at these extremes could confirm these hypotheses and the overall shape of the relationship. However, the most common over-length train scenarios considered by the North American rail industry fall along the locally linear result. The linear assumption can aid decisions on siding extension and train lengthening programs across the range of operating conditions encountered in the North American railway industry.

**Relative delay to short and long trains**

The main experiment design only considered average train delay and the bidirectional operating strategy. To better understand the relative behavior of short and long trains, additional simulations were conducted for both the bidirectional case and the unidirectional case with all long trains operating in the same direction. The additional simulations were conducted at a traffic volume of 3600 railcars per day, 50% long trains, and 3:2 length ratio (150-car long trains and 100-car short trains). Following completion of all simulation experiments, train delays for long and short trains were separately totaled and normalized. For comparison purposes, scenarios with 36 short (100-car) trains were also simulated across the range of percent long sidings to serve as a train delay baseline.

When the short and long trains are operated in a bidirectional manner and there are few long sidings (Type I behavior), both short and long trains exhibit increased train delay relative to the baseline.
Long train delays are up to four times higher than the baseline train delay. If a corridor does not have long sidings, dispatchers cannot simultaneously grant movement authority to long trains in both directions; long trains must wait at end terminals and accumulate additional delay. By extending a single short siding, long trains can meet along the route and no longer need to spend as much time waiting in terminals, reducing delay by 25%. Most of the conflicts between short and long trains are handled in favor of long trains, where a long train proceeds without stopping and a short train stops on the passing siding.

With the introduction of long trains and long–short train conflicts, the average delay of short trains rises from 40 to 80 min per 100 train-miles. This increase in delay is attributed to long–short train conflicts where short trains are diverted into the passing sidings where a longer train cannot fit. Extending passing sidings helps reduce the delay of short trains in an indirect way; by improving the resolution of conflicts between long trains, the long trains traverse the route in less time and meet fewer short trains.

As the level of infrastructure expansion approaches the percent long sidings at the transition point, the difference in train delay between long and short trains decreases. When a sufficient number of passing sidings are extended, conflicts between any two trains can be resolved in an efficient manner regardless of length, and short and long trains accumulate delay at the same rate. For Type II behavior, both short and long trains benefit from the overall reduction in train count and exhibit less train delay than the baseline.

For the unidirectional case where all long trains operate in the same direction and there are no meets between two over-length trains, a different pattern of train delays is observed (Figure 8). When there are few long sidings on the corridor, long trains exhibit low train delays while short trains experience an increase in average train delay relative to the baseline. With few long sidings, the dispatching logic

![Figure 7. Train-type delay for a range of percent long sidings and 50% bidirectional long trains, 3:2 length ratio, 3600 railcars per day.](image)

![Figure 8. Train-type delay for a range of percent long sidings and 50% unidirectional long trains, 3:2 length ratio, 3600 railcars per day.](image)
consistently routes short trains into passing sidings to wait and accumulate delay while long trains are effectively “prioritized” and rarely stop. The long trains proceed uninterrupted to the destination terminal and with low delay. When the number of long sidings on the line increases, conflicts can occur at sidings that can handle both long and short trains. Both train types become interchangeable to a dispatcher and train-type delay values equalize; short trains benefit from passing siding extensions while long trains actually experience a counterintuitive increase in delay.

Practitioners that are particularly concerned with the delay performance of long trains on routes with few long sidings should consider unidirectional operation in the direction with the largest quantity of long trains. If possible, given the network layout, opposing long trains should potentially be rerouted or split into shorter trains to avoid delay-intensive conflicts between long trains. However, the delay benefits of unidirectional long train operations must be weighed against potential additional complication, delay, and operating expense at terminals where unit trains are lengthened or shortened before returning in the opposite direction. Also, the short and long trains may have different business objectives and tolerances for delay, further influencing the decision between bidirectional and unidirectional operations of long trains.

To further expand on the previous discussion, the data in the supplemental simulations were reanalyzed for several percent-long-siding infrastructure configurations to determine the average number of stops and average delay per stop for each train type (Figure 9(a) to (d)). The average number of stops by train type is plotted on the horizontal axis and average delay per stop is plotted on the vertical axis. The results described below are on a total of 40 simulated cases. The data points acquired for each are based on five simulation days, 10 replications, and 30 trains. The total number of stops is calculated by aggregating all stops over a five-day period. Average number of stops is calculated by dividing the total number of stops by five. Average delay per stop is calculated by dividing the total train delay by the total number of stops over a five-day period. Each data point is replication and train specific.

The changing distributions of average number of stops and delay per stop as percent long sidings increase help explain the operational mechanics behind the train-type delay responses in Figures 7 and 8.

When no passing sidings are extended (Figure 9(a)), long trains only dwell at terminals to wait for opposing trains to arrive. These dwells can be lengthy as a train may need to wait for an opposing long train to traverse the entire route before it can proceed. Thus, long trains exhibit a low number of stops but with a high average delay per stop.

As the number of siding extensions starts to increase (Figure 9(b) and (c)), long trains can dwell to meet opposing long trains at the long sidings. Due to the limited number of long sidings, arranging
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**Figure 9.** Number of stops and train-type delay per stop for bidirectional operation, 3:2 length ratio, 3600 railcars per day and (a) 0%, (b) 22%, (c) 52%, (d) 100% long sidings.
a meet between opposing long trains imposes a high delay as one long train will typically experience an extended dwell for the second train to arrive. Long trains feature less frequent but more prolonged stops when compared to the short train conflict distribution.

When all passing sidings on the corridor are extended, there is little operational distinction between long and short trains and both train types display a similar average number of train stops and train delay per stop (Figure 9(d)). When there are many long sidings, the dispatching logic sees merit in routing a long train into a passing siding during a conflict with a short train. Consequently, the average number of stops for short trains decreases while the average number of stops for long trains increases. With neither train type being favored, the average delay per stop becomes equivalent.

**Conclusions**

In North America, where the majority of mainlines are single track, the potential operational and economic advantages of long trains are limited by the inadequate length of many existing passing sidings. To resolve conflicts between over-length trains, mainline track infrastructure must be expanded by extending existing passing sidings or constructing new longer passing sidings. The presented research demonstrates that the number of passing siding extensions required to maintain a given level of service (quantified by train delay) is related to the train replacement ratio and train length ratio that describes the relative lengths of the long short trains operating on a particular mainline. Simulation results indicate there is a transition point where enough existing passing sidings are extended to allow flexibility in long train meet locations and restore the original level of service after the introduction of over-length trains. There is a declining linear relationship between the train length ratio and this transition point as quantified by the required number of passing siding extensions. Fewer passing siding extensions are required to obtain the economies of long-train operations when the train length ratio is large. Practitioners engaged in railway infrastructure and operations planning can use these findings to evaluate return on investment and help establish the magnitude of programs to extend existing passing sidings in support of longer freight trains.

With bidirectional operation of over-length trains, there are distinct differences in the train delay performance of long and short trains: long trains experience approximately twice as much delay as short trains when there are few extended passing sidings. Efforts to reduce train delay and improve levels of service through passing siding extensions show less return for short trains in comparison to long trains. With unidirectional operation of over-length trains, long trains experience delay values far below the baseline level of service at low levels of infrastructure investment. Knowledge of the relative delay performance of different length trains can influence practitioner decisions on the appropriate size of trains to meet the business objectives and reliability goals of different freight train services.
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